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The Human Chronicles Saga ... Book #16A novel of space opera novel of revenge and

redemption...Â Scorched Earth by T.R. HarrisÂ From international bestselling science fiction author

T.R. Harris, here is the latest installment in his epic tale of Human superiority within the galaxy.What

happens when Adam Cain--theÂ  Alien with an Attitude--gets really pissed off? Â Hint:Â It

ain&apos;t pretty.The scorched earth in the title doesn&apos;t refer to the Human&apos;s

homeworld. Rather it describes the path of death and destruction that Adam Cain and his team burn

on their way from Earth to Juir, on a mission of revenge for the killing of one of his closest friends

and to rescue those held captive on the distant planet.Â  The aliens may have thought Adam was

dangerous before. Well they haven&apos;t seen anything yet. This is a no-holes-barred action

adventure, devoid of PC sensitivities, and giving full display to the animal side of Human nature. The

bottom line: The aliens pissed off the wrong guy this time. Now in the face of overwhelming odds,

Adam and his team fight through every obstacle and vanquish every foe on their way to victory. But

victory won&apos;t come without a price this time...and a price almost too high to pay.Â Take a

deep breath. You&apos;re going to need it. Because when Adam sets out on his scorched-earth

campaign they&apos;ll be no time to relax. This is military space opera at its best, incorporating all

the thrilling space battles, hand-to-hand combat, tactical maneuvers and political intrigue

you&apos;ve come to expect from The Human Chronicles. This is the book where it all comes

together.Â And don&apos;t miss the other 18 novels by T.R. Harris....The Human Chronicles Saga

The Fringe Worlds Alien Assassin The War of Pawns The Tactics of Revenge The Legend of Earth

Cain&apos;s Crusaders The Apex Predator A Galaxy to Conquer The Masters of War Prelude to

War The Unreachable Stars When Earth Reigned Supreme A Clash of Aliens BattlelinesThe

Copernicus DeceptionScorched EarthJason King: Agent to the Stars The Enclaves of Sylox The

Drone Wars Series Day of the Drone With author George Wier Captains Malicious - Book 1 of the

Liberation Series All the books are available on .com. Check out his website: bytrharris.com
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What can I say? The 16th installment of the incredible adventures of Captain Adam Cain just

continues the saga with more heroics and fierce action. T.R. Harris has created an exciting and

fascinating universe that is irresistible to space opera fans.Already anxiously looking forward to

installment 17!!I highly recommend this series, and suggest readers start with the first book. The

sequence of events, and the character development, will add greatly to your enjoyment of this

action-packed series!Monty Pitts

This is another fast paced OMG Adam Cain book. I must admit I bought the book on 15 Sept and

finished it on the 16th. I could not put it down. I love how Adam and Riyad talk to each other in this

book. I was glad to see Sherri back in action even for a little bit. I won't present any spoilers but the

way Mr. Harris ended this book he could end the series and I would not be mad. He could also use

this book as a launch point to bring back Ja'nae and Panur. Man the possibilities are endless.MR

Harris you are a freaking genius and a great writer. There is never a dull moment in your books and

I love that. This book has been the most fun for me out of all of them and I love the sarcasm

throughout.

Once again the galaxy is saved by our unstoppable hero (with a little help from his family and

friends), as always, a fun and fast paced story that as unbelievable as it was, kept me holding onto

the book for just one more page before I went to sleep...Always fun, thanks for the laughs.

Fantastic. Adam is back to being the killer warrior, this time out for blood after one of friends is killed.



At the end of the book, there is foreshadowing of things to come...Given there are infinite number of

universes in this series, there is a lot more places the story can go and immensely powerful beings

as well.

Just finished whew what a ride . Great adventure great space war's. Wonderfully funny parts that

make you laugh out loud. This is a great place to start your adventure's with Adam Cain and

friend's. You will enjoy them all.

I love this series. That being said I am really annoyed with T.R.Harris at this point. This book was

sloppy, and the spelling mistakes just continue to baffle me considering it is the 16th in the series. I

was annoyed by the author trying to make the book larger by retelling things that we have learned in

previous books. As if I or anyone else would start at the 16th story in the series without reading any

of the 15 prior stories (really if people don't know what Adam's ATD is at this point they never will).

This is exactly the same crap Charlaine Harris does on her series and as a result is unreadable.

This book broke rule #1 which is DON'T ANNOY THE READER. To me it seemed as if Mr. Harris

just didn't want to take the time to come up with more content and used the explanations of things

we already knew as a way to get the book done faster regardless of the outcome. As I said I really

am a fan of this series and T.R. Harris. These books have entertained me for years now, which is

why I found this one so disappointing. I really hope Mr. Harris see's this review and I hope he

understands why I am frustrated with this latest story. I also hope he changes that in the future so I

and all the other fans can continue to enjoy the adventures of Adam Cain. Mr. Harris is a good writer

with very clever sci fi stories and I know people who like sci-fi would enjoy this series and his others

just as I have. This particular one fell short for me. But after 16 books in the series it's

understandable why, I would have rather the book been postponed until the muse returns.

Another fun ride with Adam Cain! I did notice more editing mistakes than in previous books though. I

could see the possibility of a spin off series with Adams daughter, a chip off the old block.

Adam Cain... What more do I need to say? You should know what to expect by book 16! It's like a

cartoon with lots of dead aliens. How many aliens has Adam killed in the Human Chronicles?
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